Förster-type energy transfer. Simultaneous 'forward' and 'reverse' transfer between unlike fluorophores.
The general case of Förster-type energy transfer is that in which energy is exchanged in both directions between two unlike fluorophores. In such cases, energy is transferred from the conventionally defined donor to the conventionally defined acceptor (forward transfer) and at the same time from the acceptor to the donor (reverse transfer). Expressions are derived to describe the fluorescence intensities and lifetimes of fluorophores undergoing simultaneous forward and reverse transfer; these are compared with corresponding quantities for the case more usually considered, in which only forward transfer is significant. It is shown that the presence of reverse transfer removes the distinction between donor and acceptor, and allows such anomalous effects as 'acceptor quenching'. A confirmatory example is described. It is shown that the equations generally used in distance determination by steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy can also be applied in the presence of reverse transfer, if a correction term is included; however, for lifetime spectroscopy the correction is more complex.